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The study of regular orbits of linear groups plays an important role in
representation theory, particularly that of solvable groups because a chief
factor of a solvable group G is an irreducible G-module. If V is a
 .G-module, recall that ¤ in V is in a regular orbit if C ¤ s 1, i.e., theG
< <G-orbit of ¤ is as large as possible and it has size G . All groups
considered here are finite. Furthermore, we only consider finite vector
spaces, since there is otherwise always a regular orbit and because this is
where the interesting applications lie. Existence of regular orbits has had
applications to Brauer's conjectures on height zero characters and block
size as well as length-type problems. Even if G is nilpotent, G need not
 w x. w xhave a regular orbit e.g., see Examples 4.5 in MW . Passman Pa shows
that if G is a p-group and V completely reducible, then there exists an
< <1r2  .  .orbit as large as G by proving C x l C y s 1 for some x and yG G
in V. He also uses this to prove results about Sylow intersections in
solvable groups. ``Added in proof'' at the end of Passman's paper is a
remark that the techniques produce an even larger orbit. Proofs of this
w xhave been given by Passman in correspondence and by Isaacs Is with a
slight strengthening and different technique. Specifically, Isaacs shows that
if G is nilpotent and V is a completely reducible faithful G-module, then
<  . <  < < .1r pthere is ¤ in V such that C ¤ F G rp for the smallest primeG
< <divisor p of G . For G nilpotent, complete reducibility is equivalent to
 < < < <.G , V s 1. In his paper, Isaacs asks whether there is always an orbit as
< <1r2  < < < <.large as G whenever G is solvable and G , V s 1 and he also posed
this question in correspondence for G supersolvable. We answer the latter
affirmatively without any coprimeness hypothesis. Our main result is:
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THEOREM A. If V is a faithful completely reducible G-module for a
 .  .supersol¤able group G, then there exist x and y in V such that C x l C yG G
s 1.
An immediate corollary is that there is G-orbit in V with size at least
< <1r2G . We do note that Theorem A does not remain true if supersolvable
is replaced by solvable. This is because there exist irreducible G-modules
< < < < 2  w x.V with G solvable where G ) V see MW, Example 3.8 . If G is
 < < < <. < < < < 2  w  .solvable and G , V s 1, then G - V see MW, Theorem 3.5 b ; Pf,
x.Theorem 1 and so it is possible that Theorem A extends to this case.
w xRobinson Ro has shown that Brauer's block size conjecture for p-solva-
  . .ble G also known as the k GV -conjecture can be proven if under
 .appropriate conditions C ¤ has a regular module on V for some ¤ g V.G
Our conclusion is a little weaker, namely there is an x g V such that
 .C x has a regular orbit in V.G
The supersolvable primitive linear groups are semi-linear groups see
.Lemma 7 and these groups have no regular orbits on their respective
modules. In particular, these groups and linear groups induced from them
 w x.pose an obstacle to finding large orbits e.g., see Tu . Much of this paper
goes towards understanding what happens to linear groups induced from
semi-linear groups. But we will use supersolvability even more, as we will
give an example of a case where Theorem A fails for a group G that is the
wreath product of two supersolvable groups. Our first proposition is quite
trivial, but quite essential to our work. Even when w s 0, it has meaning
and use.
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that V is a faithful G-module and that V s W1
[ ??? [ W for subspaces W that are permuted by G. Suppose that w , x , yn i i i i
 .g W and w s w q ??? qw . If x and y are C w -conjugate, then x andi 1 n k k G k
 .  .y are conjugate in C w where H s N W . In particular, x can onlyk H k G k k
 .  .  .be C w -conjugate to elements of one C w rC W -conjugacy classG H k G k
in W .k
 . gProof. We may assume that x / 0. If g g C w and x s y , thenk G k k
g  .  .  .W s W and even g g C w l H s C w . Of course, C w sk k G k H k H k
 .C w if w / 0. The second statement follows from the first.G k k
LEMMA 2. Suppose that V is a faithful G-module and that V s WC 1
[ ??? [ W for C-in¤ariant subspaces W that are permuted by GrC. Assumen i
 4that GrC is cyclic and has a faithful orbit on W , . . . , W . Suppose that1 n
 .  .w g W and that C w rC W has at least r ) 1 regular orbits on W fori i G i G i i
<  . <  .each i. Set w s w q ??? qw and let k s CC w rC . Then C w has at1 n G G
 .least r regular orbits on V except possibly when r s n s k s 2 and C w hasG
 .exactly one regular orbit on V. Furthermore C w has at least 3 regularG
 .  .  .  .  .4orbits on V except possibly when r s 2 and k, n g 1, 1 , 2, 2 , 2, 3 , 3, 3 .
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Proof. If r ) 2, then we may choose s , t , and u in distinct regulari i i
 .  .orbits of C w rC W . If r s 2, we just choose s and t . If w and wG i G i i i i k
 .  .are C w -conjugate, then we may assume that s and s are also C w -G i k G
conjugate as well as t and t and also u and u . By Proposition 1, iti k i k
 .follows that s is C w -conjugate to no t or u ; and that no t isi G k k i
 .  4C w -conjugate to a u . If x , y g s , t , u , then x and y are in regularG k i i i i i
 .orbits of C w where x s x q ??? qx and y s y q ??? qy , becauseC 1 n 1 n
each W is C-invariant and V is a faithful C-module. Furthermore, w andi
 .  .y are not conjugate under C w unless x s y for all i. So C w has atC i i C
n  .least r regular orbits on V. If C w : C, we are done. Letting LrC sG
 .  .  .CC w rC ( C w rC w , we may assume that L ) C and k ) 1.G G C
 4We may assume that W , . . . , W is a regular orbit of LrC and so1 k
 .C s N W . Let z s s q x q ??? qx with x in a regular orbit ofL 1 1 2 n i
 .  .  .C w rC W , but such that x is not C w -conjugate to s for 2 F i FG i G i i G i i
 .  .  .k. From Proposition 1, it follows that C w l C z : N W s C andG G L 1
 .  .  .  .thus C w l C z s C w l C z s 1, with the last equality fromG G C C
 .the last paragraph. So z is in a regular orbit of C w . Likewise, so isG
 .  .t q x q ??? qx provided x is in a regular orbit of C w rC W and1 2 n i G i G i
 .x is not C w -conjugate to t for 2 F i F k. Thus there are at leasti G i i
nykq1 .ky1  .r r y 1 distinct elements lying in regular orbits of C w whichG
 . <  .  . <lie in distinct orbits of C w . Because C w rC w s k, there are atC G C
nykq1 .ky1  .least r r y 1 rk distinct regular orbits of C w on V. For r ) 2,G
 . ky1then C w has at least r2 rk G r regular orbits on V. We now assumeG
ny1  .that r s 2. If k s 2, we have at least 2 r2 regular orbits of C w on VG
and the conclusion of this lemma is satisfied. For k ) 2, the element
t q s q t q ??? qt q x q ??? qx has not been included in the above1 2 3 k kq1 n
 . nykq1count of elements in regular orbits of C w and we even get k2 rkG
nykq1  .G 2 regular orbits of C w on V. The conclusion of this lemma isG
satisfied except when possibly when n s k ) 3. We have shown the
 .existence of two regular orbits of C w on V. It suffices to produce aG
 .third regular orbit of C w on V and there is one of the form s q sG 1 2
 .q ??? qs q t q ??? qt if N W q ??? qW s C and 1 - m - n ym mq1 n G 1 m
1. Hence, for the regular transitive action of the cyclic group LrC on
 4  41, . . . , n , it suffices to show the existence of some D : 1, . . . , n with
< <  .  41 - D - n y 1 such that Stab D s 1. Each D : 1, . . . , n is theL r C
 . <  . < < <union of faithful orbits of Stab D and so Stab D divides D andL r C L r C
< <  4  .L . For n f 4, 6 , w n ) 2 for Euler's w-function and so there is some D
 . < <in with Stab D s 1 and 1 - D - n y 1. Such a set D can also beL r C
 4found when n s 4 because only two of the six subsets of 1, 2, 3, 4 that
have cardinality two do have non-trivial stabilizers in LrC. When n s 6,
such a set D can also be found because only three of the fifteen subsets of
 41, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 that have cardinality two do have non-trivial stabilizers in
LrC.
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A solvable primitive permutation group S on V has a unique minimal
normal subgroup M. Furthermore, M transitively and regularly permutes
< < < <the elements of V so that V s M is a prime power. For each a in V,
we have that S s MS with M l S s 1 and that the actions of S on Ma a a
and V are permutation isomorphic. A group is supersolvable if every chief
< < < <factor has prime order. If S is supersolvable, then M s V s p for a
prime p and S is isomorphic to a subgroup of the semi-direct product
Z ( Z that contains Z . In particular, S l S s 1 for distinct a ,p py1 p a b
b g V.
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that V is a faithful G-module and that V s WC 1
[ W [ ??? [ W for C-in¤ariant submodules W that are permuted faithfully2 p i
and primiti¤ely by the supersol¤able factor group GrC. Suppose that w g Wi i
 .  .and set w s w q w q ??? qw . If C w rC W has at least r G 31 2 p G i G i
 .regular orbits on W for each i, then C w has a regular orbit on V. Indeed,i G
 .then C w has at least r regular orbits on V except possibly when r s 3 s pG
and GrC ( S .3
 .Proof. By Lemma 2, we may assume that CC w rC is not cyclic andG
thus p ) 2. Since GrC is isomorphic to a subgroup of Z ( Z , itp py1
 .follows that CC w rC is transitive on the W . We may choose s , t , andG i i i
 .  .u in distinct regular orbits of C w rC W and assume by Propositioni G i G i
 .  .  .1 that no two of s , t , or u are ever C w -conjugate. Now C w l C si j k G G G
for s s s q t q u q ??? qu must stabilize both W and W and thus lie1 2 3 p 1 2
 .  .  .in C see comments preceding this Corollary . Thus C w l C s :G G
 .  .  .C w l C s : l C W s 1. We have that s s s q t q uC C i C i 1 2 3
 .q ??? qu lies in a regular orbit of C w , as desired. In fact, thisp G
r .  . .argument shows there exist s r r y 1 r y 2 r6 elements of V which3
 .  .lie in distinct regular orbits of C w . For r ) 3, C w has at least rG G
 .regular orbits on V. To complete the proof, we need just show that C wG
has at least 3 regular orbits on V when r s 3 and 3 - p. But then we have
that s, s q u q t q ??? qt and t q u q s q ??? qs lie in three dis-1 2 3 p 1 2 3 p
 .tinct regular orbits of C w .G
w xGluck's Permutation Lemma MW, Theorem 5.6 characterizes those
 .solvable primitive permutation groups S, V for which S does not have a
< <regular orbit on the power set of V. In all these cases, V - 10. An
< <important case in the proof is where V is prime, i.e., S is supersolvable.
We quote this.
 .LEMMA 4 Gluck . If S is a supersol¤able primiti¤e permutation group
 . < <on V, then there is a subset D : V such that Stab D s 1 unless V sS
3, 5, or 7.
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DEFINITION. If V is a G-module, we say that ¤ g V lies in a semi-regu-
 .lar G-orbit if C ¤ has a regular orbit on V. Furthermore, we say that ¤G
 .is in a type k semi-regular orbit if C ¤ has at least k regular orbits on V.G
LEMMA 5. Suppose that V is a faithful G-module and that V s W [ WC 1 2
[ ??? [ W for C-in¤ariant submodules W that are permuted faithfully andp i
primiti¤ely by the supersol¤able factor group GrC. Suppose that w , x g W1 1 1
 .  .lie in distinct N W rC W -semi-regular orbits of types r and s. If rs ) 2G 1 G 1
or if rs s 2 s p, then there exist u and ¤ in distinct semi-regular G-orbits of V
of types r and s with rs G rs.
Proof. Choose w , x g W that are G-conjugate to w and x , respec-i i i 1 1
 .  .tively. Now each w respectively, x is a type r resp. type s semi-regulari i
 .  .orbit of N W rC W . Also no w is G-conjugate to an x by Proposi-G i G i i j
 .tion 1 applied to C 0 . We may assume that GrC / 1 and thus that p isG
prime.
 4Assume first that p f 3, 5, 7 so that we may apply Gluck's lemma and
 .choose without loss of generality m with 1 F m - p such that
 4  .Stab 1, . . . , m s 1. If u s w q ??? w q x q ??? qx , then C uG r C 1 m mq1 p G
 .  . m pym: C and C u s C u has at least r s G rs regular orbits on V.G C
 . m pymAlso C ¤ has at least s r G rs regular orbits on V where ¤ s xG 1
q ??? x q w q ??? qw . Furthermore u and ¤ are not conjugate in Gm my1 p
if p is odd. If p s 2, then w s w q w is in a semi-regular orbit of G by1 2
Lemma 2 and w is not conjugate to u by Proposition 1. Thus, we may now
assume that p s 3, 5, or 7. By the hypotheses, rs ) 2. We may assume that
r G s, and so r ) 2 or r s 2 s s.
Now let u* s w q ??? qw q x and ¤* s w q ??? qw q x q1 py1 p 1 py2 py1
 .x , so that u* and ¤* are not G-conjugate. Now C u* CrC andp G
 .C ¤* CrC are both cyclic. If r s s s 2, then Lemma 2 shows thatG
 .  .  .C u* and C ¤* each have at least two regular orbits on V. We thusG G
 .  .assume that r ) 2. Observe that C u* must stabilize W and CC u* rCG p G
 4  .  .faithfully permutes W , . . . , W . Lemma 2 shows that C u* rC u*1 py1 G G
 .l C W q ??? qW has at least r regular orbits on W q ??? qW .G 1 py1 1 py1
 .  .  .  .  .Since C u* : N W , we have that C u* rC u* l C W has atG G p G G G p
 .least s regular orbits on W . Hence C u* has at least rs regular orbits onp G
 .V s W q ??? qW . Also Corollary 3 shows that C w has a regular orbit1 p G
on V where w s w q w q ??? qw . Because u* and w are not conjugate,1 2 p
the proof is complete.
COROLLARY 6. Suppose that V is a faithful G-module and that V s WC 1
[ W [ ??? [ W for C-in¤ariant submodules W that are permuted faithfully2 p i
and primiti¤ely by the supersol¤able factor group GrC. Assume that C / 1
 .  .and that N W rC W has a regular orbit on W . Then there exist u and ¤G 1 G 1 1
< <in distinct semi-regular G-orbits of V of types r and s with rs G W ) 2.1
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< <Proof. Since C / 1, indeed W ) 2. If w g W is in a regular orbit1 1
 .  . < <N W rC W , then w / 0 lies in a type W semi-regular ofG 1 G 1 1
 .  .N W rC W , while 0 does lie in a different semi-regular orbit ofG 1 G 1
 .  .N W rC W . Apply Lemma 5.G 1 G 1
 .Suppose that V is a vector space of dimension n over GF q . We may
 n.then label the elements of V by those of GF q in a one-to-one fashion.
 .  n.We let G V or G q denote the group of semi-linear transformations of
 .  s <  n.   n.  ..4V, i.e., G V s x “ ax 0 / a g GF q , s g Gal GF q rGF q . In
 .  . nparticular, G V has a cyclic normal subgroup G V of order q y 1 that0
 .acts fixed-point-freely on V by multiplications and the factor group
 .  .  .G V rG V is cyclic of order n isomorphic to the Galois group . In0
 .particular, G V is metacyclic. For a faithful G-module V, we will say
 .G F G V if the elements of V may be labeled in a way that yields G a
 .  .subgroup of G V . The semi-linear groups G V are supersolvable and
play an important role in representation theory. We gather some known
facts about supersolvable groups, the last of which characterizes primitive
supersolvable linear groups as semi-linear groups.
LEMMA 7. Let G be supersol¤able. Then
 .  .a GrF G is abelian;
 .b G has a normal Sylow-p-subgroup if p is the largest prime di¤isor of
< <G ; and
 .  .c If V is a faithful primiti¤e and finite G-module, then G F G V .
 .  .Proof. Parts a and b are immediate from the definition of supersolv-
ability and are well known. Let A be a maximal abelian normal subgroup
of G. Again, it is well known and direct from the definition of supersolv-
 .able that A s C A . Since V is a primitive G-module and A is normalG
in G, V is homogeneous by Clifford's Theorem. Because V is homo-A A
 .  .  wgeneous and A s C A , it follows that G F G V e.g., see MW,G
x.Lemma 2.2 .
Recall, for positive integers q ) 1 and n, a prime divisor r of q n y 1 is
called a Zsigmondy prime di¤isor of q n y 1 if r does not divide q m y 1
 .whenever 0 - m - n. In this case, n is the order of q mod r and thus n
 .  .divides f r s r y 1 for Euler's f-function. In particular, gcd r, n s 1.
The Zsigmondy Prime Theorem asserts that q n y 1 always has a Zsig-
mondy prime divisor except when q n s 26 or when n s 2 and q is a
Mersenne prime.
LEMMA 8. Suppose that V is a faithful FG-module with G supersol¤able
 4 < < n < <and that G acts transiti¤ely on V y 0 . Set V s q where q s F .
 .  .i Then G : G V ; and
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 . n  .ii If r is a Zsigmondy prime di¤isor of q y 1 and R g Syl G , thenr
 .  .  .R : G V l G s F G s C R ;0 G
 . n 6  .  .iii If q s 2 , then F G s G l G V is cyclic of order 21 or 63.0
Proof. The transitivity hypothesis implies that V has no proper G-mod-
ules and is thus irreducible. Suppose that V s V [ ??? [ V for modules1 n
V that are permuted by G. If ¤ g V is non-zero for each i, then ¤i i i 1
cannot be G-conjugate to ¤ q ¤ . Thus the transitivity hypothesis implies1 2
 .  .that n s 1 and that V is a primitive G-module. By Lemma 7 c , G : G V .
n  .If r is a Zsigmondy prime divisor of q y 1 and R g Syl G , then 1 / Rr
 .  . by transitivity and also R : G V because gcd r, n s 1 see paragraph0
.  .  .preceding this lemma . Statements of ii and iii are immediate from
 . w xLemmas 6.4 and 6.5 b , respectively, of MW .
 .  .PROPOSITION 9. If G s G V and 0 / x g V, then C x has at leastG
< < n < <three non-zero regular orbits on V unless V s 2 with n F 3 or V s 3.
< < n  .Proof. Set V s q for a prime power q. If n s 1, then C x s 1 andG
the result is trivial. Now G acts transitively on V a and so we may replace
x by any non-zero element of V. If t is a field automorphism of order n,
 :then t is the centralizer of an element of V and so we may assume that
 .  :  .C x s t . Now C s C x is cyclic of order n. If n is prime, thenG
 .  .C C has order q and every element in V y C C is in a regular orbit ofV V
 n .C. Since q y q rn G 3 unless q s 2 and n F 3, the result follows when
n is prime.
If n is a power of two, then C has a unique involution t. Every element
 . <  . < n r2of V y C t is in a regular orbit of C. Since C t s q and n ) 3,V V
 n n r2 . n r2 n r2 .there exist at least q y q rn G 2 2 y 1 rn G 3 regular orbits
of C. The result holds for n a power of two.
 n.aIf w is a generator of the cyclic multiplicative group GF q , then w is
fixed by no non-trivial field automorphism and hence lies in a regular orbit
 n.aof C. Thus every element of the set U of generators of GF q is in a
< <  n .regular orbit of C and n divides U s w q y 1 , where w is Euler's phi
 n .function. The proof is completed once we establish that 2n - w q y 1
for composite n ) 5.
We may assume that q n / 26 and n is composite, so that we may we
n  .choose a Zsigmondy prime divisor p of q y 1. Observe that o q s n
 .  n .mod p and so n divides p y 1, which in turn must divide w q y 1 . So
 n .  . nwe may assume that w q y 1 is p y 1 or 2 p y 1 . Factoring q y 1 as
 .a product of primes including p , applying the multiplicativity of the
phi-function, and noting that p ) n ) 5, this can only happen if q n y 1
divides 4 p or 6 p. Write n s st with s, t ) 1. Since p is a Zsigmondy prime
divisor of q n y 1, it follows that q s y 1 and qt y 1 are proper divisors of
12, from which we may derive an easy contradiction.
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Suppose that V is faithful, irreducible G-module and that V s WC 1
[ ??? [ W for C-invariant submodules W that are permuted faithfully byn i
 .the factor group GrC with n ) 1. Then C / 1, since otherwise C G / 1.V
 .  .Also W is an irreducible H-module where H s N W rC W , because1 G 1 G 1
G is isomorphic as a linear group to an irreducible subgroup of the wreath
 .  w x.product H wr GrC see MW, Lemma 2.8 . Because C / 1, also H / 1
< <and W ) 2.1
THEOREM 10. Suppose that V is a faithful, irreducible G-module and that
V s W [ W [ ??? [ W for C-in¤ariant submodules W that are permutedC 1 2 p i
faithfully and primiti¤ely by the factor group GrC / 1. If G is supersol¤able
 .  .  .and N W rC W is isomorphic to a subgroup of G W , then G has twoG 1 G 1 1
distinct semi-regular orbits on V of types r and s with rs ) 2 except possibly
when:
 . < < 2i p s 2, W s 2 , and rs s 2;1
 . < < 2ii p s 3, W s 2 , GrC ( S , and there exist x and y in V in1 3
distinct semi-regular orbits of G with y in a type 2 semi-regular orbit and such
 .  .that C x has three distinct orbits in V that lie in regular orbits of C x ;G FG.
or
 . < < 2iii p s 2, W s q for a Mersenne prime q, and G has a type 31
semi-regular orbit.
Proof. Because the primitive permutation group GrC / 1 is supersolv-
able, p is prime and GrC is isomorphic to a subgroup of Z ( Z . Setp py1
 .  . < < n < <H s N W and set C s C W and W s q for a prime power q s Fi G i i G i i
where F is the underlying field. Because V is an irreducible G-module,
< < also W is an irreducible H rC -module and W / 2 see comments1 1 1 1
.before the theorem . If H rC has a regular orbit on W , then G satisfies1 1 1
the principle conclusion of the theorem by Corollary 6. Thus we may
 .assume that H rC is not isomorphic to a subgroup of G W and hence1 1 0 1
that n ) 1. If H rC has at least two type 2 semi-regular orbits on W ,1 1 1
then Lemma 5 shows that G has two distinct semi-regular orbits on V of
types r and s with rs ) 2. But, by Lemma 7, every non-zero element of
W is in a type 2 semi-regular orbit of H rC except possibly when1 1 1
< <  2 .W s 4 and H rC ( G 2 ( S . Hence, in all cases, we may assume1 1 1 3
that H rC acts transitively on the non-zero vectors of W .1 1 1
 .We denote by D that subgroup of H defined by D rC s G W li i i i 0 i
 .H rC . Then D rC acts on W by field multiplications and C s C xi i i i i i D i
< < nfor all non-zero x in W . Now, if W s q for a prime power q, theni i
< < n < <D rC and H rD are cyclic with D rC dividing q y 1 and H rDi i i i i i i i
dividing n. Set DsF D . Because F C s1 and F His1 to p i is1 to p i is1 to p i
s C, it follows that D and CrD are abelian with exponents dividing
n  .q y 1 and n respectively . Furthermore, if x is a non-zero element ofi
 .  . n 2W , then C x q ??? qx : lC x : lC s 1. Unless q s q for ai D 1 p D i i i
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 .Mersenne prime q, then D rC s F H rD by Lemma 8 and the Zsig-i i i i
 wmondy prime theorem. Standard arguments similar to those of MW,
 .x.  . n 2Proposition 9.5 a then show that D s F C unless q s q for a
Mersenne prime q.
The primitive permutation group GrC has a unique minimal normal
subgroup MrC of order p. We claim that CrD is central in MrD. If
 .  .  .  .F G s F C s D, then GrD is abelian by Lemma 7. If F G ) F C s D,
 .then MrD s CrD = F G rD. If p ) n, then p is the largest prime
< <divisor of MrD , whence MrD has a normal Sylow-p-subgroup PrD by
 .Proposition 9 and so MrD s CrD = PrD. The claim holds unless F C
) D and p F n. By the last paragraph, this can only happen when q is a
Mersenne prime and n s 2 s p. But, in this exceptional case, G has a type
 .3 semi-regular orbit by Proposition 9 and Lemma 2 and thus exception iii
of this theorem holds. Thus we may assume that CrD is central in MrD.
Now MrC transitively permutes the subgroups C l D rD, while CrDi
is central in MrD. Thus C l D s ??? s C l D . But lD s D and so1 p i
D s C l D s ??? s C l D . Now CrD is isomorphic to a subgroup of1 p
H rD and is hence cyclic. If x g W is non-zero for all i, note that1 1 i i
 .  .C x : C and thus F C x s 1. If u s u q ??? qu and ¤ s ¤D i i i D i 1 p 1
 .  .q ??? q¤ with u , ¤ g W , then we claim that C u l C ¤ s 1 pro-p i i i C C
vided that u or ¤ is non-zero for each i and that ¤ , for some j, is in ai i j
 .  .  .regular orbit of C u rC . The claim is valid because C u l C ¤ s 1G j j D D
 .  .  .  .and C u l C ¤ : C u l C ¤ : C l C : D l C s D.C C C j C j j j
If x is a non-zero element of W , we let r be the number of regulari i
 .orbits and s be the number of non-zero orbits of C x rC on W . TheseG i i i
values are independent of choices because H rC acts transitively on the1 1
non-zero vectors of W and GrC transitively permutes the W . Since1 i
H rC does not have a regular orbit on W , s ) r G 1 with the last1 1 1
inequality by Proposition 9.
Fix non-zero x g W and set y s x q ??? qx . If z s z q ??? qzi i 1 py1 1 p
 .with z g W with z / 0 and z in a regular orbit of C x rC ,i i p py1 G py1 py1
 .then z is in a regular orbit of C y by the next to last paragraph. If, inC
 .  .addition, z is not conjugate to z for all i - p y 1, then C y l C zpy1 i G G
must normalize W and W and thus lies in C. With this additionalpy1 p
 .condition, we have that z is in a regular orbit of C y . FurthermoreG
 .a s a q ??? qa with a g W can only be C y -conjugate to z if a is1 p i i C i
 . py2C x rC -conjugate to z for i - p. Thus we have rs elements of VG i i i
 .  .that lie in regular orbits of C y and in distinct orbits of C y . SinceG C
<  .  . <  . py2  .C y rC y divides p y 1, then C y has at least rs r p y 1 GG C G
py2  .r2 r p y 1 G r distinct regular orbits on V. Thus y is in a type r
semi-regular orbit of G. Also, y is in a type 2 regular orbit if p ) 3. Even
 .when p s 3 and r s 1 , a slight refinement of the argument shows that
 .z s z q z q z is in a regular orbit of C y provided z / 0 and exactly1 2 3 G 3
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 .one of z for i - 3 is in regular orbit of C x rC . In this case, we havei G i i
 .  .2 ? 1 ? 2r2 regular orbits of C y . Summarizing, C y has 2 regularG G
orbits on V except possibly when r s 1 and p s 2. When r s 1, then
< < 2  2 .Proposition 9 shows that W s 2 and H rC ( G 2 ( S .1 1 1 3
Next we let x s x q ??? qx . If z s z q ??? qz with z g W with1 p 1 p i i
 .some z in a regular orbit of C x rC , then z is in a regular orbit ofi G i i
 .C x by above because every x is non-zero. Let u g W be in a regularC i i i
 .orbit of C x rC , so that u / 0 because H rC has no regular orbit onG i i i i i
W . Then u s 0 q ??? q0 q x q u and ¤ s u q ??? qu q x qi py1 p 1 py2 py1
 .0 lie in regular orbits of C x . If p ) 3, then u and ¤ cannot even beG
 .  .G-conjugate and C x has at least two regular orbits on V. Also C xG G
has at least r regular orbits on V, because u and 0 q ??? q0 q x q tpy1 p
 .  .can only be C x -conjugate if t and u are C x rC -conjugate. IfG p p G p p
GrC is cyclic, then u and 0 q ??? q0 q u are in distinct regular orbits ofp
 .  .C x on V. Hence C x has two regular orbits on V provided p ) 3,G G
GrC is cyclic or r ) 1; i.e., x is a type 2 semi-regular orbit unless p s 3,
< < 2  2 .GrC ( S , W s 2 , and H rC ( G 2 ( S . But do observe in this3 1 1 1 3
 .case that we do have one regular orbit of C x on V. Observe, in thisG
exceptional case, that the three elements 0 q x q u , 0 q u q u , and2 3 2 3
 .0 q 0 q u lie in distinct orbits of C x and are in regular orbits of3 G
 .  .C x , because F G rD has order three and transitively permutes theFG.
 .W and C x s 1.i D
Now x and y cannot be G-conjugate because all the x are non-zero.i
Both are in semi-regular orbits of G and at least one lies in a type 2
semi-regular orbit. Indeed both lie in type 2 semi-regular orbits of G or
 .  .exception i or ii applies. This completes the proof.
We used the supersolvability of G in critical ways in Theorem 10 see
.Example 13 . This will be used again in the next two results.
LEMMA 11. Suppose that V is a faithful G-module and V s V [ ??? [ V1 p
 .for subspaces that are permuted primiti¤ely by G. Suppose that H s N Vi G i
and that V can be written as a direct sum of q ) 1 subspaces that are1
permuted primiti¤ely by H . If p ) q and G is supersol¤able, then V can be1
written as a direct sum of q ) 1 subspaces that are permuted primiti¤ely by G.
Proof. Let C be the kernel of the permutation action of G on
 4V , . . . , V . We may write V as a direct sum W [ ??? [ W of sub-1 p 1 11 1q
spaces primitively and faithfully permuted by H rD for a normal sub-1 1
group D of H . For g, h in the same right coset of H in G, observe that1 1 1
 4 g  4hW , . . . , W s W , . . . , W . Hence, we may write V as a direct sum11 1q 11 1q i
W [ ??? [ W of subspaces primitively and faithfully permuted by H rDi1 i q i i
for a normal subgroup D of H that is G-conjugate to D . Furthermore, ifi i 1
 4we set D s lD : lH s C, then the group GrD permutes the set Wi i i j
of pq subspaces transitively and faithfully.
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Since GrC is supersolvable, GrC has a unique minimal normal sub-
group MrC of prime order p that transitively permutes the V and a cyclici
factor group GrM whose order divides p y 1. Now H rD has a uniquei i
minimal normal subgroup of prime order q and a cyclic factor group whose
order divides q y 1. Since lH s C and lD s D, it follows from thei i
hypothesis p ) q that p must be larger than all prime divisors of
< 5 <CrD GrM . By the supersolvability of G, GrD has a normal Sylow-p-
 4subgroup PrC of order p. Now PrC acts on W with q faithful orbitsi j
and we may write V s X [ ??? [ X for P-invariant submodules X that1 q k
are permuted transitively by GrP. If LrP is the kernel of the action of
 4  4GrP on X , . . . , X , then GrL even acts primitively on X , . . . , X1 q 1 q
because q is prime.
THEOREM 12. Suppose that V is a faithful, irreducible G-module for a
supersol¤able group G. Assume that V is an imprimiti¤e G-module and
choose p ) 1 as small as possible so that V may be written V s W [ ??? [ W1 p
for subspaces W that are permuted primiti¤ely by G. If W is imprimiti¤e asi 1
 .  .an N W rC W -module, thenG 1 G 1
 .i p s 2 and G has a type 3 semi-regular orbit; or
 .ii G has two distinct semi-regular orbits of types r and s on V such
 4that rs G min 3, p .
Proof. Now W is imprimitive as an H-module where H s1
 .  .N W rC W . Choose q ) 1 as small as possible such that W may beG 1 G 1 1
written W s U [ ??? [ U as a direct sum of q subspaces that are1 1 q
permuted primitively by HrD for a normal subgroup D of H. By Lemma
11 and choice of p, it follows that q G p.
 .  .First suppose that U is imprimitive as a N U rC U -module. Argu-1 H 1 H 1
 .ing by induction on dim V , we may conclude that:
 .a H has two distinct semi-regular orbits of types r and s on W
 4such that rs G min 3, q ; or
 .b q s 2 and H has a type 3 semi-regular orbit on W.
 .  .On the other hand, if U is a primitive N U rC U -module, then1 H 1 H 1
 .  .  .Lemma 7 shows N U rC U is isomorphic to a subgroup of G U .H 1 H 1 1
 .  .Then we apply Theorem 10 to conclude that H and W satisfy a or b
above or that:
 . < < 2  4c q s 3, U s 2 , H is a 2, 3 -group, and there exist x and y in1
W in distinct semi-regular orbits of H with y in a type 2 semi-regular1
 .orbit and such that C x has three distinct orbits in V that lie in regularH
 .orbits of regular C x .F H .
 .  .  .Whether U is primitive or imprimitive, H and W satisfy a , b , or c .1
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If q s 2, then also p s 2 by Lemma 11 and choice of p. If H and W
 .satisfy b , then p s 2 and G has a type 3 semi-regular orbit by Lemma 2.
 .Conclusion i of the theorem is met here.
 .If H satisfies a , then Lemma 5 shows that G has two distinct
 4semi-regular orbits of types r and s on V such that rs G min 3, q .
 .Conclusion ii follows here as q G p. Similarly, Lemma 5 shows that
 .  .Conclusion ii holds if H satisfies c and p s 2.
 .To complete the proof, we may assume that c above holds and p s 3.
 .  .Recalling V s W [ W [ W , we let H s N W , let C s C W , and1 2 3 i G i i G i
 .C s lH so that H s H rC and lC s 1. Let F rC s F H rC andi 1 1 i i i i i
 .observe that lF s F C . Now GrC primitively and faithfully permutesi
 4W , W , W and is isomorphic to a transitive subgroup of S . Because G is1 2 3 3
 4a supersolvable 2, 3 -group, G has a normal Sylow-3-subgroup. But
 .  .  .char V s 2 and V is irreducible, so that O G s 1 and F G is the2
 .  .Sylow-3-subgroup of G. Now F G rF C is isomorphic to the Sylow-3-sub-
 4  .group MrC of GrC and transitively permutes W , W , W . Also CrF C1 2 3
 .  .  .  .  .  .is the 2-group and so MrF C s CrF C = F G rF C . Since F G rF C
 .  .transitively permutes the groups F l CrF C and centralizes CrF C , iti
 .follows that F l C s F l C s F l C s F C .1 2 3
 .By c above, we may choose x , y g W in distinct semi-regular orbits ini i i
 .  .W of H rC of types 1 and 2 respectively and such that C x rC :i i i G i i
 .H rC has three distinct orbits on W that lie in regular orbits of C x li i i G i
F rC . We may assume that no x and y are G-conjugate. Suppose that s ,i i i k i
 .t g W lie in distinct regular orbits of C y rC for each i. Also choosei i G i i
 .a , b , c g W in distinct orbits of C x : H , each of which is in ai i i i G i i
 .regular orbit C x l F rC . For i / j, we may assume that a and b areG i i i i j
 .  . not conjugate via C x q x , etc. Then C y q x q x l C s q bG i j G 1 2 3 G 1 2
.  .  .  .q c : lH s C. Now C y q x q x l C s q b q c : C y3 i C 1 2 3 C 1 2 3 C 1
 .  .  .l C s : C l C : F l C s F C . Because F C : F , it follows thatC 1 1 1 i
 .  . C y q x q x l C s q b q c : lC s 1. Hence C y q xFC . 1 2 3 FC . 1 2 3 i G 1 2
.  .q x l C s q b q c s 1 and so s q b q c is in a regular orbit of3 G 1 2 3 1 2 3
 .C y q x q x . Likewise, t q b q c and s q a q c are in regularG 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
 .orbits of C y q x q x . Thus y q x q x lies in a type 3 semi-regularG 1 2 3 1 2 3
 .orbit of G see Proposition 1 . Now similar arguments show that s q t q1 2
 .a , s q t q b , and s q t q c lie in regular orbits of C y q y q x3 1 2 3 1 2 3 G 1 2 3
 .and these lie in distinct orbits of C y q y q x by Proposition 1. BothG 1 2 3
y q y q x and y q x q x lie in a type 3 semi-regular orbits of G.1 2 3 1 2 3
Because y q x q x and y q y q x are not G-conjugate, conclusion1 2 3 1 2 3
 .ii of this theorem is met.
 .Proof of Theorem A. Arguing by induction on dim V , we may assume
 .that V is irreducible. If V is a primitive G-module, then G : G V by
Lemma 7, whence Proposition 9 gives the existence of a semi-regular orbit.
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Otherwise we may write V s W [ ??? [ W for subspaces W that are1 p i
permuted primitively by G and do so with p as small as possible. If W is1
 .  .imprimitive as a N W rC W -module, then Theorem 12 gives theG 1 G 1
 .  .existence of a semi-regular orbit. If W is primitive as a N W rC W -1 G 1 G 1
module, then Theorem 10 gives the existence of a semi-regular orbit.
We next give an example where Theorem A fails for a group G that is
the wreath product H wr S of supersolvable groups acting on V s W G, but
where the conclusion of Theorem A is valid for the action of H on W.
While the action here is not coprime, Isaacs' question of an orbit as large
< <1r2as G also fails here.
EXAMPLE 13. Let H s S s S, so that H acts irreducibly on a vector3
space W of order 22 and has exactly one semi-regular orbit. The wreath
product G s H wr S of order 2434 acts irreducibly on a vector space V of
order 26. The G-orbits in V have size 1, 9, 27, and 27 and so no G-orbit
< <1r2 <  . <has size as large as G . Furthermore, for each ¤ g V, C ¤ has orderG
4 <  . <at least 2 3. Because C ¤ is larger than any G-orbit on V, indeedG
 .  .  .C ¤ has no regular orbits on V. Thus C ¤ l C w / 1 for allG G G
¤ , w g V.
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